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Carillion: An Insolvent British Conglomerate
Awarded a £1.4 Billion HS2 Contract by an Inept
Government That Cannot Read a Balance Sheet!
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A CEO still  on  full  pay whilst  this  company and hundreds of  firms in  the supply  chain  and
their employees are thrown on the scrap heap with mortgages to pay, no compensation,
cancelled or postponed wages and reduced pensions, if any.

We have today in the May Conservative government a cabinet clique of overpaid amateur
politicians who should be in a special needs school, not in Parliament.

What happened to essential professionalism? Is it all in the Labour Party? If so, there better
be a General Election ASAP before everything collapses in a heap: the railways, the NHS,
public services, the road network, the rail network, the education system, student debt,
housing, hospitals, schools, power companies and pensions. All either failing, in disarray,
bankrupt or non-existent.

The failure of capitalism in the United Kingdom is clear as the ‘C’ suite team take their
salaries, dividends and share options while thousands of workers are thrown on the dole,
dependent on state handouts whilst their former directors cavort about on Mediterranean
beaches, wining and dining on their bonuses for failure.

This obscene scenario is the unacceptable face of capitalism and ‘caring Conservatism’. The
sick joke of the Theresa May government. Did I say ‘government’?

Britain needs a Prime Minister, a leader who can govern – not someone in a frock and FM
shoes who is clearly only competent to check the petty cash.
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